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Liberal Media
Defends “Cuties”
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Several big name publications have decided
to go on defense for a
Netflix movie that hypersexualizes little girls. And
to think, some of us are
unsure about calling the
media the “enemy of the
people.”
Outlets
like
Rolling
Stone, L.A. Times, The
Telegraph and The New
Yorker defended the film
as “worth seeing” and a
nice “coming-of-age” story, and condemned critics
as crazies from the “rightwing” who are “afraid of
child sexuality.” Uhhhhhh.
Yeah, it’s that heinous.
In August, news broke
that a Netflix movie from

France, called Cuties in
English, featuring sexualized young girls would
debut on the platform in
the Fall. Of course, controversy ensued when
uncomfortable folks, appalled at seeing the film’s
promo material featuring
preteens in skimpy out
fits, got hold of an early review from Screen
Daily of the French film
which claimed it contained
scenes of “twerking preteen bodies.”
That’s
disturbing.
Of
course,
the
review
at tempted to justify
these scenes as teaching a moral lesson. It
claimed the scenes were

“explicitly designed to
shock mature audiences
into a contemplation of
today’s destruction of innocence….”
Most people – especial
ly normal people who
love their children – were
appalled that the movie would even feature
hypersexualized, twerking girls to prove a point
about hypersexualized,
twerking girls. What was
weirder was that the review even went so far
reas to call Cuties a “film
for and about kids.” MRC
Culture’s Elise Ehrhard
put it a little more precisely, calling Cuties “a film for
predators and groomers.”

Since the news originally
broke, a change.org petition has been making the
rounds to have the film
moved from Netflix.
When the film debuted
on the streaming platform on Wednesday,
scenes proved even
more shocking than anyone had anticipated. In
a clip from Cuties that
went viral due to its repugnancy, the little girlsperform a very sexual
dance on stage before
a large audience. Not
only are the girls depicted twerking, but they are
shown gyrating, thrusting their hips and making sexually provocative
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/Christian
Newswire/ -- The nation’s largest faith-based
health professionals’ organization, the Christian
Medical
Association*
(CMA, www.cmda.org),
today expressed thanks
for the President’s signing of an executive order
guaranteeing appropriate
medical care for babies
born alive, regardless of
disability or other factors.
Dr. Jeffrey Barrows, an

lic Policy, said, “This executive order is not only
a legal tool to ensure that
hospitals provide care
for babies born alive; it
is also an important affirmation of the aims of
our medical profession,
which are to respect life,
to pursue healing and to
never do harm.
“As an obstetrician, I
have seen babies born
with challenging disabilities. But these disabilities
do not subtract anything

from
their
inherent,
God-given value as a human being. As healthcare
professionals, we must
keep this value uppermost
in our minds as we apply
our medical skills with the
compassion and justice
that respects the inestimable value of every human life.”
CMA’s Director of Federal Relations Jonathan
Imbody noted, “While the
executive branch can only
reach as far as federal
funding and existing law
allows to protect babies
born alive, Congress still
has the opportunity to
pass the Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection
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gestational age.
“Tragically, the abortion
lobby’s allies in Congress
actually have filibustered
in the Senate and continue to block in the House
this fundamental human
rights bill--legislation that
simply protects the right
to life of babies who have
already been born. Amer
icans who value life need

gestures with their hands
and arms. It’s appalling.
What was even more
appalling was that not
everyone was on the
same page in terms of
denouncing the film. Big
outlets were defending
the hypersexual underage footage and gaslight
ing readers into thinking
that attacks on the film
were a coordinated hit
piece by “right-wing” media.
Rolling
Stone
dismissed concerns over the
movie, with the headline
for their September 9 film
review referring to it as
a “coming-of-age movie caught in the culture
wars.” First of all, there’s
nothing “of age” about
this movie. Secondly,
this shouldn’t be a right
or left, or “culture war,”
thing. It’s objectively reprehensible. The piece
added, “Here’s what the
film’s not: a salacious bit
of pedo-bait designed to
appeal to baser instincts
rather than better angels.”
Uh,
did
Rolling
Stone even see the movie, or the clip?
In
their
review,
the
Los
Angeles
Times called Cuties a
film “worth seeing,” and
bashed the people who
“condemned it sight unseen” — you know, angry
right-wingers who have
to check their legislators’
record on this issue and
register their values at
the ballot box on November 3.”
Legislators’ positions on
the Born-Alive Abortion
Survivors Protection Act
(S. 311 and H.R. 962)
are available at www.votervoice.net/F2C/Bills. Individuals can encourage
their legislators to pass
the bills by visiting www.
votervoice.net/F2C/Campaigns.
*The Christian Medical
Association along with
the Christian Dental Association forms the Christian Medical & Dental Associations.
www.cmda.org

problems with children
freely expressing themselves sexually. This is
the same publication that
praises the “sparkle” that
drag queens can bring to
child audiences at Drag
Queen Story Hour.
The New Yorker defended the film as well
in a review with this title: “‘Cuties,’ the extraordinary Netflix debut that
became the target of a
right-wing campaign.” It
should be the target of a
Child Protective Services
sting operation, ideally.
And the most depraved
film review in the history of mankind, possibly,
was written by British paper The Telegraph, which
called Cuties “a provocative powder keg for an
age terrified by child sexuality.” Really? We have
a stigma against “child
sexuality?” Oh, we’re sorry we haven’t caught up
to that kind of progress.
What has happened to
our culture?
If you’re as disturbed by
Netflix and the media’s
support of this harmful
film as we are, please
call Netflix at 888-3738390 and tell them to
cancel Cuties.
LifeNews Note: Gabriel
Hays writes for Newsbusters, where this originally appeared.
+++
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